Chief Executive’s Corner
Paging through the Lepelle
Northern Water (LNW) calendar, the month of November
has turned out to be one of
the busiest of the year. It has
resulted in us having tremendously stepped up the pace,
being engaged in varying commitments and, most importantly, our ultimate commitment of
ensuring that quality services
are being delivered.
It remains a given that no day
on the LNW diary is ever boring, neither does a day go by without its fair share of challenges and stumbling blocks. Yet we remain resolute to
overcome any hindrance on the path to perceived excellence. With the support of the LNW Board that was put in
place in the beginning of August this year, we are unyielding about achieving the organisational goals.
Part of proceeding up the leadership ladder requires rolling up one’s sleeves and getting the job done or proposing
solutions in cases of troubleshooting. The members of the
LNW Board are a committed collective with the relevant
and adequate knowledge and skills to steer the ship in
the right direction, even though the ocean might still seem
rocky for the time being. However, we are convinced we
can see a warm, welcoming glow on the horizon summon-

ing us towards a bright future.
On the part of the Board and executive, a renewed affirmation of zero tolerance towards the non-achievement of
optimal performance, inappropriate conduct and unprofessional behaviour has sparked new hope within the organisation. With regulatory stipulations and the relevant
control measures firmly in place, there is no excuse for not
achieving the set targets.
Whatever the obstacles, the once rocky road ahead currently appears to be less strewn with boulders and more
with smaller stones. The challenges therefore look less
daunting and more achievable. We can somehow visualise the organisation being restored to its former glory
again over time, to be achieved through hard work and by
means of unfaltering devotion.
As we approach the festive season and its trappings,
which present itself in a myriad of forms, we should keep
safety in every facet in mind. Let us join the fight against
crime and violence against women and children as well
as every other scourge plaguing our society. We owe it to
the future generations to want to contribute towards our
country remaining the powerhouse at the southern tip of
the African continent, which it was forever destined to be.
Regards,
Dr Pulane Molokwane
Acting Chief Executive

Editorial team letter
We’re nearing year end and suddenly, as quick as it had announced its arrival, the curtain is about to be drawn on 2021.
We will surely agree that It was an eventful year, despite the
cloak of doom not dissipating. The pandemic that has brought
about adjusted lifestyles and means of interaction and ways of
conducting business is still part of our existence. Who would
have thought a year ago we would still be in this unimaginable
position? The last day of this year would signal South Africa having been in lockdown for an estimated 21 months.
Lockdown. A term any global citizen has come to dread. At LNW
we are committed to meeting the requirements set out in the
guidelines dealing with this ongoing pandemic and the Covid-19
Steering Committee of the organisation is continuously at work

to play watchdog and monitor safety measures in place for the
sake of the safety of all employees.Considering the importance
of sharing information about the virus, the regular awareness
pieces go a long way in accosting issues that raise questions.
With things having picked up despite lockdown restrictions, there
is much going on within the LNW structure. Ensure to keep updated on it all by scrolling through this month’s edition.
With the Festive Season in full swing, we extend our wishes for
a blessed one.
Regards,
The team in Communications.

Board, executive meet to craft
long-term turnaround strategy
Lepelle Northern Water’s Board and Executive Committee recently met for a prolific two-day strategic
planning session at a venue in the Waterberg to deliberate on a long-term strategy for the organisation.
The workshop was aimed at determining LNW’s vision for the future as well as identifying goals and
objectives for the organisation, crafting a key strategy framework based on set objectives and plans for
implementation.
In delivering the introductory remarks the Chairperson of the LNW Board, Dr Nndweleni Mphephu emphasised that one of the prayers of the board is a

human resource review and capacitating the organisation with the requisite skills to support all functions
and operational efficiency of LNW in terms of project
implementation, operations and maintenance of infrastructure, implementing and completing projects
on time, within budget and according to the required
quality.
According to Dr John Hendrikse, who facilitated the
workshop, the strategic planning session was conducted to provide direction on where the board and
executive wanted to take the organization to its goals
and objectives and to ensure sustainability.

Estimated 550 beneficiaries paid following relocation
During the recent ministerial visit by Water and Sanitation Minister Senzo Mchunu and Deputy-Ministers David
Mahlobo and Dikeledi Magadzi to the Thohoyandou and
Giyani areas to review progress on the Giyani water pipeline project and be briefed on the Nandoni/Nsami (RL28)
bulk water supply project, the compensation of beneficiaries affected by construction of Nandoni Dam was under
discussion.

able to pay the deserving beneficiaries that were affected.
The report that I received today is satisfactory and we are
indeed pleased that we are implementing the Public Protector’s remedial actions on the matter of payment.”

In a recent media statement, the Department mentioned
Deputy-Minister Mahlobo having expressed gratitude on
the progress thus far in compensating 544 beneficiaries
since he had begun his quest for the department to fasttrack the process in March. The departmental media statement further referred to the Deputy-Minister having instructed departmental officials in Limpopo to set up a help
desk at the time. “As a result, a total of 764 documents
from claimants were verified and submitted for processing.”

The matter of 22 beneficiaries that were overpaid by the
Department, according to the Public Protector’s report,
and should refund some of the money will be handled
discreetly and should be concluded by the New Year,” he
concluded.

The Deputy Minister was quoted saying “I thank the officials of the departmental for the hard work they put in this
process to find speedy resolution and for government to

“Our objective is to have all payments finalised by Christmas Day, but our attitude is such that all beneficiaries are
paid out by the end of November this year.

It was further stated that with regards to Vho Thovhele
Ramovha’s claim contained in the Public Protector’s report, the department has reported that the surveying of the
communal land has been completed and the size of the
land confirmed. The process will continue to the office of
the Valuer-General to determine the actual value of the
land.

Planning for the future
LNW’s Board is a diverse collective not only boasting an
unqualified audit with findings achieved by LNW during the
past financial year, but more than the necessary insight
and matching expertise to turn around an organisation that
has been plagued by negative perceptions for some time.
They undoubtedly leave no stone unturned in accosting
what requires addressing, paving the way for a brighter future. Planning for it was on the agenda when board members recently joined by the members of LNW’s Executive
Committee, recently met at a venue in the Mookgophong
area to design a tailormade strategy for the next decade
and beyond.
With great enthusiasm goals and objectives were weighed
up and set, as they planned with the future in mind. Between formalities, engagements on a less formal level
shed light on the common denominators and unique skills
sets that brought the group together.

Considering himself to be very motivated in whatever he
does, he is appreciative of the opportunity to lead the
board. He emphasises that they are dedicated to turn
things around, with the main areas of focus being human
resources, operational efficiency, supply chain as well as
financial management.
He stresses the importance of focusing on business while
focusing on the supply of bulk water services. “That is how
we will make our organisation to grow,” he remarks.The
father of two boys and a girl between the ages of 3 and
9 years is a gym fanatic who is learning to play golf.He
concludes by indicating that he is a strong believer in education being the key to the future

LNW Board Chairperson, Dr Nndweleni Mphephu, is an
environmental scientist who speaks with passion of prioritising the issue of climate change for the sake of the current and future generations.
Mr Joe Mathebula is an experienced Chief Executive Officer with a demonstrated history of working in the utilities
industry, skilled in strategic planning, business development, change management and business strategy.
Mathebula holds various directorships of State-owned Enterprises (SOEs) and private companies,
He says the main focus now for the new board of LNW
is to ensure that LNW efficiently achieves its goals and
objectives.
Advocate Makhwedi Makgopa-Madisa has a side to her that
might surprise. A vocal artist, she launched her singing career
last February with a gospel album, titled Re a Leboga and two
of her videos feature on YouTube. Her venturing into the world
of music was intended to assist with a selfless goal in mind. She
elaborates by explaining that she uses her gift to produce music
to help the needy with the funds raised. “Everything I do is focused on helping others.”
As the founder of the Mabeshane Makgopa Foundation she is
committed to empowering young girls in rural areas, providing
basic necessities to child-headed families and mentoring and
coaching high school learners, students and young professionals.
Based in Pretoria at the Office of Health Standards Compliance
tasked with certification enforcement, she is adamant that juggling all her responsibilities is possible through the belief that
whatever one would want to do, you would make time for. “It is
all about putting your mind to it and achieving your goals.” She
further attributes it to a supportive and understanding family who
know that they need to compromise where time is concerned to
help others.
Where LNW matters are concerned, she mentions that her main
focus is on good governance and stresses the importance of an
organisation that is governed well and people who would take
responsibility for their actions, compliance with legislative pre-

scripts and regulatory framework.
Her interest further lies with personnel wellbeing and development, she indicates and raises the opinion that the board should
encourage staff to develop themselves and have an interest in
their wellbeing. “If you have healthy staff, you will get the desired
results.” In addition, she sees value add relating to issues of risk
management and having to revisit and reassess strategies to minimise risk.

Dr Fhumulani Munyai expresses the opinion that the board is
doing extremely well, despite being faced with numerous challenges associated with provision of water as a constitutional right
to communities and catalyst for economic development. She simultaneously emphasises the commitment towards the continual
improvement of services.
Although the current board had only been appointed in August
this year, there has been a lot of achievements to date, among
others being development of a strategic plan on how to drive
LNW in the right direction, she reckons.
As a board member with more than 30 years of extensive experience both in government, public entities and at university and
college, her interests further lie in ploughing back her vast experience in research, business administration and strategy development to contribute meaningfully in the betterment of communities
through ensuring uninterrupted water supply to water services
authorities as well as mining and other industries
when it comes to personal interests, Dr Munyai prefers brisk
walks as a form of exercise.
Her financial background stands Ms Bukeka Mahlutshana in
good stead in terms of her contribution to the work of the board’s
finance committee, providing guidance and direction to the management team and where required assists the board with the
management of finances of the organisation.
She remarks that the board would need to rely on a very strong
management team to assist with the turnaround it is dealing with
and knows what needs to be done.
They have only been in their positions for three months now but
know with the right support they are confident that they would be
able to turn the organisation around and make LNW great again,
she points out.
Engaged in consultancy in the transport and development finance spheres, this mom of a 12-year-old daughter enjoys hiking
and has a passion for interior design and decorating.

During an interview that coincides with a break in the workshop
programme, Ms Salome Chiloane-Nwabueze shares strong sentiments about the role of the board, saying that they want to see
results.
She expresses the confidence that the Minister had chosen the
right people to lead the organisation. “I’m hoping that by the time
our term ends the organisation will be in a better state because if
the organisation failed, we have failed the people.”
Key is to get the house in order, she stresses, in terms of project
implementation to subsequently focus on high strategic areas
such as providing water to up revenue to get the house in order.

Dr Manqoba Snothile Mholi Soni is the owner
of a consultation firm responsible for providing project management services.
This construction manager believes his skills
relating to project management will bring vast
changes and knowledge to the LNW project
Continues on page 6

Workshopping for lasting solution against theft, vandalism
and illegal connections
With unauthorised connections, theft and vandalism of
LNW infrastructure running into astronomical amounts
that impact negatively on LNW’s sustainability and lead
to water losses, the organisation is conducting a host of
workshops in all regions to develop an internal strategy to
address the debilitating situation.
The workshops allow officials to interrogate the challenges, conduct root cause analyses and look at possible solutions.

frastructure result in interruptions in service delivery, escalating insurance premiums, increase in maintenance
costs, increase in costs to provide security services and
security risks to employees, he stressed.
In conclusion he pointed out that root cause analysis
would be conducted of the problem for the anomaly to be
addressed and corrected.

LNW Infrastructure Planning Manager Carel Schmahl,
who is steering the initiative, indicated that unauthorised
connections and bulk losses are resulting in an increase
in the volume of raw water abstracted and paid for, higher
electricity and treatment costs, damage to infrastructure,
untimely upgrade of infrastructure, increased maintenance
costs, inability to provide services and risk of waterborne
disease.
At the same time theft and vandalism of water-related in-
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Ms Fikile Judith Mudau is a self-employed female leader, working
for her own company called MJM Electrical based in Phalaborwa. Mudau is a non-executive in the Audit and Risk Committee,
member of Audit and Risk Committee of the National Department
of Transport and chairperson of Nkangala District Municipality of
Performance and Audit Committee, which is a shared service
with six other municipalities.
Tasked with several leadership roles, she believes that all is
achievable for her since she is self-employed, which makes it
easy for her to manage her time and interests. With her vast
knowledge and work experience in audit and risk management
and supply chain management, she will ensure that LNW audit
opinions change and that there are internal measures in place
under her leadership.

Adv Ramashia Richard Tlou has been researcher and
speech writer for the Premier of Limpopo for the past estimated 8 years and is former legal advisor for Capricorn
District Municipality.
An admitted advocate of the High Court of South Africa,
empowered with vast knowledge relating to the running of
corporate entities, he believes his legal background would
come in handy to the board and LNW in general, with regards to policy and legislative compliance.
Mr Mack Makobane Magoele is a chartered accountant by
profession. As a manager at the University of South Africa he’s main function is to provide technical accounting.
Magoele, an expert in Financial Management specialising
on technical IFRS, Annual Financial Statements, cash flow
and audit co-ordination at a group level, is a council member of Gauteng Tvet College as a member of audit and risk
committee.
He believes that being a board member will be an easy
task with his experience of coordination of audit and risk
management at board level in his capacity as audit manager.

LNW donates water bottles for national competition
Among the numerous water bottle donations to worthy causes,
LNW recently showed support to the approximate 80 participants
in the National Key Point Shoot 2021 competition held at Silicon
shooting range in Polokwane in mid-November.

the course, which afforded the opportunity to expand on its community support and reach.

The event was hosted by the Protection and Security Services in
Limpopo and lured participants, tasked with safeguarding national key points across the country, who were tested on competency
in gun handling.
LNW, which manages and operates the key points at Ebenezer,
Olifantspoort and Flag Boshielo Schemes, contributed a consignment of water bottles towards the two-day event and gala
dinner while further setting up an activation on the perimeter of

Taking note of stipulations of Popi Act
With the Protection of Personal Information (Popi) Act having
been promulgated earlier this year, LNW’s legal department
shared a summary of the important legislation.
Summary of the Popi Act, 2013 (Act No. 4 of 2013)
Section 14 of the Constitution provides that everyone has a
right to privacy. Privacy includes the right to protection against
collection, retention and the dissemination and use of personal information. The Protection of Personal Information Act, 2013
(“Act No. 4 of 2013”) (POPIA”) seeks to promote the protection of
personal information, i.e. what is done to someone’s personal information, how someone’s personal information is processed or
shared, who receives such information or with whom is shared,
what type of personal information is processed or shared, and
why such personal information is processed or shared.
Conditions lawful for processing of personal information
Accountability - Responsible parties (the person, company or
entity that decides on what to do with personal information) must
decide how to process such information i.e. why, when and how
the processing of personal information will be done.
Processing limitation - Personal information must be processed
lawfully and in a reasonable manner, i.e. it does not infringe the
privacy of the data subject, i.e. the data subject must give consent to the information processing. Responsible party bears the
onus of proof for the consent and a data subject may withdraw
such consent at any time.
Purpose specification - Personal information must be collected
for a specific, explicitly defined and lawful purpose related to a
function.
Further processing limitation – if the information is shared with
third parties, it has to be done as a continuation of the original
purpose only.
Information quality - The responsible party must take reasonable and practicable steps to ensure that personal information
is complete, accurate, not misleading and updated where necessary.
Openness - A responsible party must bring to the attention of the
data subject, that by him/her being a participant his/her information is being collected.
Security safeguards - The responsible party is responsible to
secure the integrity and confidentiality of personal information

which is in his/her possession or under his/her control.
Data subject participation - A data subject has the right to request a responsible party to confirm, free of charge, whether or
not the responsible party holds personal information about the
data subject. Data subjects may also request that personal information be corrected.
The rights of the data subject
The following are rights which the data subject has: Right to have
personal information processed in accordance with the conditions discussed. Right to be notified on why personal information
is collected. Right to object to the processing of personal information. Right to institute civil proceedings regarding the alleged
interference with the protection of his/ her personal information.
Right to submit a complaint to the Information Regulator regarding the alleged interference with the protection of the personal
information of any data subject.
Examples of illegal information processing
The Popi Act prohibits illegal processing of personal information
of the data subjects.
Examples: taking a photograph with your mobile device or any
other device of a patient’s wound (or any body part, for that matter) without his/her explicit consent; taking a photograph of the
patient’s hospital label and storing it on a mobile device or any
other device, without formally safeguarding access to this information storing patient information on any data-storage device/
cloud/ data bank, without restricted access; accessing patient
information (e.g. blood results, radiography or medical notes) on
a public computer and leaving it open); storing (on paper or in
electronic files) patient’s information without any anticipated legal
research, or administrative value, for longer than 5 years and
taking pictures or copying personal information of employees
without permission.
Enforcement
Chapter 10 of the Popi Act deals with the enforcement mechanisms. Chapter 11 goes on to create offences, penalties and
administrative fines which can be imposed for con-compliance.
Section 101 specifically provides for a breach of confidentiality
and states that any person in contravention of the Popi Act is
guilty of an offence. Any person convicted of such an offence will
be liable to a fine or to imprisonment of not less than 10 years
(section 107).

Insight on leadership issues
by Elias Moeng
In this edition I would like to focus on leadership mastery and
what leaders do. In today’s world, the quality of leadership is both
respected and revered, but it is also subtly devalued. As a first
step toward grasping the real meaning of leadership, and more
important as a step toward becoming an effective leader, your
present view of leadership may need to be reconsidered, reinvented and even reborn.

Determination: Leaders don’t give up without a fight. Successes
do not always come easily, but leaders keep on trying until they
and their group succeed. As a leader, you are expected to make
hard decisions when others shy away from them. A wishy-washy
leader often fails to get things done and tends to be taken advantage of.

Let me share the following tips that will help you to master your
leadership:

Legitimate authority: Leaders may be elected, appointed, or
simply recognised by the members of a group. In one way or
another, all human beings are hard wired for leadership. We may
want to lead or we may want to be led, but instinct for authority
exist in all of us. The identity of a leader is something much larger
than his identity as an individual. He or she is the embodiment of
the identity of the group and always look for advice and counsel.
A leader’s ability to speak well is often an important part, however
what is essential is the leader’s inner vision.

Authentic self-belief: Leaders genuinely believe in themselves
and this is essential for others to believe in them as well. Leaders
think, feel, and know they have the power to rise above challenges and make positive results possible. Leaders are generally
familiar with all aspects of their business and understanding how
things work. They are aware of what goes on from the front lines
to the executive level and this allows them to recognise problems
and opportunities.
Confidence with flexibility: Strong leaders must be confident
in their positions on key issues. They have convictions, not just
opinions, especially where matters of integrity are involved.
Great leaders have the ability to listen, which is essential for the
change. Business strategies that work well today might not tomorrow, and a leader must be quick to recognise such a situation. The leader must be able to learn new skills and explore
new approaches even before the need arises. A leader must not
lose sight of his/her purpose or the purpose of those under his
charge. Leaders need foresight to bring about change and steer
others toward it.

Acceptance of risk: Fear of failure causes many people to avoid
taking chances. If the benefits of success outweigh the chances
of failing, a leader needs to take the chance. When the risk is
worth taking, leaders must accept the risk. Once the risk/benefit
determination has been made, leaders must set an example for
the rest of the group. The better prepared you are, the less risky
a situation will be.
To a large extent, this is a matter of preparation.
I hope you have enjoyed an insight on leadership mastery and
will continue to share with you more tips on the same topic in our
next edition.

Stakeholder news

Government takes World Aids Day 2021 commemoration to Xikundu
Deputy-President David Mabuza, in his capacity as
Chairperson of the South African National Aids Council
(SANAC), led the official commemoration of World Aids
Day at Saselamani Stadium in Xikundu Village on 1 December.

ual capacities and without distinction of any kind, to have
equal access to health services free of any form of discrimination. It is a call to encourage all to get tested so that we
know our health status, not only for HIV, TB, and Covid-19,
but for non-communicable diseases as well”.

LNW was represented at the occasion through an activation by the Communications and Marketing Unit.
The theme for the commemoration was “Working together
to end inequalities, Aids, TB and Covid-19. Get tested. Get
vaccinated. Adhere to treatment.”

He further highlighted that South Africa has made significant gains in the fight against the Aids pandemic despite the many and complex challenges faced amid the
Covid-19 pandemic.

In his address Mabuza stressed that “It is a call to working
together in ensuring that the right of all of us in our individ-

He encouraged people living with HIV to continue taking
their medication and get vaccinated against Covid-19.

Covid-19 awareness

Call not to disregard health protocols during Festive Season
According to President Cyril Ramaphosa, a new
variant of the Coronavirus has been identified, which
the World Health Organisation (WHO) has named
Omicron and has declared it a variant of concern.
As Festive Season creeps closer, it means increased movement of people between provinces,
which spreads the virus much faster and so does
the imminent threat of an inevitable fourth wave of
Covid-19 infections.

fourth wave.
Remember to stick to the following health and safety
protocols at all times:
•
•
•
•

To keep staff members and stakeholder safe this
Festive Season, LNW’s Covid-19 Steering Committee has urged employees and stakeholders to keep
in mind to continue to adhere to all the necessary
health and safety protocols to prevent the spread of
the virus during this period.

•

The committee further encouraged those who have
not yet received their Covid-19 vaccine to urgently
vaccinate as soon as possible to avoid a repeat of
last year’s dismal Festive Season.
The Minister of Health, Dr Joe Phaahla, stressed
that the department has enough capacity to administer vaccines to all adult residents, both South
African and non-South African, by the end of December. He further emphasised that it is urgent that
more people get vaccinated to be protected from the

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Wearing of masks in public areas, covering both
the mouth and nose.
Practice social distancing (1.5 to 2 m)
Washing of hands with soap and water for 20
seconds
Sanitising regularly, especially when working
with paper
Cooperating with control measures in place to
contain the spread, measuing of body temperature and participating in screening questionnaires
Respiratory hygiene, including avoiding shaking hands with others, touching your face and
hugging
Vaccinate to reduce chances of being severely ill
due to the Covid-19 virus
Avoid mass gatherings and stay home
Practice self-monitoring, report to your supervisor when feeling sick, do not go to work and
adhere to quarantine guidelines
Disinfect shared surfaces
Open windows for natural fresh air to flow in
Boost your immune system by taking recommended supplements
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